
Price:  $59,900 ex GST

TD 800
Cutlery wrapping machine with Fillomat

Made in Germany

dimensions (l x w x h): 190 x 79 x 127 cm

weight: 335 kg

installed load: 150 W

power supply: 100-240 V / 50/60 Hz

► Higher wrapping capacity
The TD 800 wraps up to 800 cutlery sets
hygienically and with a great visual impact into a
napkin.

► Lower Price
Due to economy of scale and design modification
we have successfully managed to lower the
purchase costs by 30 %.

► Less space
By integrating the Fillomat into the cutlery
wrapping machine we have also managed to
reduce the dimensions by approx. 40 %.
(L x W x H = 190 x 79 x 127 cm)

► Simple operation
The main operation panel allows easy use. The
operator is informed of the quantity of wrapped
cutlery sets and the system is equipped with an
error diagnostics. These are shown on the operation
panel display.

► Compact and hygienical packaging
The wrapped cutlery sets are compact, hygienical,
make a great visual impact and lie organized on the
tray.

► flexible use due to rollers

► napkin paper can be printed individually

► no additional plastic waste since the wrapping is
the napkin at the same time



 0010567  Cutlery wrapping machine TD 800 1 $59,900 ex GST 

 incl. 1 bottle cleaning alcohol

 geometry of opening:  rectangular

 capacity:        up to 800 cutlery sets / hour

 dimensions:        (l x w x h) approx. 190 x 79 x 127 cm

3415 Cutlery box for 44 wrapped cutlery sets, grey, blue or red 1 $44 ex GST

 dimensions:                         (l x w) approx. 60 x 40 cm

0015119 Carrier for cutlery boxes, red 1  $94 ex GST 

 dimensions:  (l x w) approx. 62 x 42 cm

clearly arranged operating panel canteen kitchen technology can be used for a wide variaty of purposes

Certification according to DIN EN ISO 9001:2008 12/2010

After washing, the required combination of cutlery (up to four 
different pieces) are placed in the filling chute of the cutlery 
wrapping machine.

The wrapped cutlery sets can then be filled evenly into a 
cutlery box by means of fillomat – the automatic cutlery 
distribution. The quantity of wrapped sets per box can be 
individually preset before delivery. Having reached the preset 
quantity, the process is interrupted, so that the cutlery box can 
be replaced comfortably.

In order to to facilitate the allocation and distribution, the cutlery 
boxes are available in different colours.

Napkin paper

Focusing specifically on the requirements of canteen kitchens, 
THOMAS DÖRR also offers suitable high-quality napkin paper. 
The strong and extremely absorbent DÖRR-SP paper has 
been designed particularly for the use in the cutlery wrapping 
machine. Of course, the napkin paper is also available with 
your individually designed print logo. 

Using the cutlery wrapping machine with fillomat will save you 
a lot of time and helps to optimize your personnel expenditure. 
Your canteen kitchen management will profit from the simple 
and hygienic handling, the high quantity and the hence 
resulting comfort. 

The simple operation of cutlery wrapping machine TD 800 with fillomat
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